
Tapia Destroys Menard in 2 to
Win NABA Super Featherweight
Title
Atlantic City, NJ (August 2, 2021)–This past Saturday night,
Hard Hitting Promotions started off it’s 12 fight series at
the Showboat Hotel with a bang as Christian Tapia captured the
NABA Super Featherweight title with a 2nd round destruction
over Mason Menard.

The fight capped off an excellent seven bout card in front of
a sold-out crowd at the famed boardwalk venue.

In round two, Tapia hurt Menard with a right hand. Tapia
walked in and landed a right uppercut that was followed by a
thundering left to the body that sent Menard to the canvas,
and he would not get up, and the fight was stopped at 2:34.

Tapia of Coamo, PR is 12-0 with 11 knockouts. Menard of Rayne,
LA is 36-6.

Dylan Price remained undefeated with a eight-round unanimous
decision over Edwin Rodriguez in a bantamweight bout.

Price of Sicklerville, NJ won by scores of 79-73, 78-74 and
77-75 to remain undefeated with a 14-0 record. Rodriguez of
Juana Diaz, PR is 11-6-2.

Hometown favorite Anthony “Juice” Young took an eight-round
unanimous decision over Todd Manuel in a welterweight battle.

Young scored a knockdown in the final round, but Manuel was
able to reach the final bell.

Young of Atlantic City, NJ won by scores of 79-72 and 78-73
twice to raise his mark to 22-2. Manuel of Rayne, LA is
19-18-1,
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Ricardo Caraballo (6-1) and Harold Lopez (6-0-1) fought to a
no-contest due to a cut that opened up a cut over the left eye
of Caraballo, and the fight had to be stopped before four
completed rounds of their scheduled six-round flyweight bout.

Jerome Conquest took a six-round split decision over Wilfredo
Garriga in a junior welterweight fight.

Conquest of Philadelphia won by scores of 59-55 and 58-56,
while a third judge ruled 58-56 in favor of Garriga.

Conquest is now 11-5. Garriga of Juana Diaz, PR is 4-8-1.

Brendon O’Callaghan made a successful pro debut with a opening
round stoppage of Anthony Young in a scheduled four-round
middleweight bout.

O’Callaghan  dropped  Young  with  a  hard  combination  on  the
ropes. O’Callaghan jumped on a hurt Young, and another series
of punches forced a referee stoppage at 2:39.

O’Callaghan of Philadelphia is 1-0 with one knockout. Young,
also of Philadelphia, drops to 0-2.

Isaiah Wise won a six-round split decision over Luis Solis in
a middleweight bout.

Wise of Philadelphia won by scores of 59-55 and 58-56; while
the 3rd judge scored it for Solis by a 59-55 tally.

Wise is now 9-2-2. Solis is 25-13-4.

Hard  Hitting  Promotions  returns  to  the  Showboat  Hotel  on
Saturday, August 28th



Hard  Hitting  Promotions
Announces  12-Fight  Series
With  The  Showboat  Atlantic
City
Atlantic City, NJ (June 25, 2021)–, Hard Hitting Promotions is
pleased to formally announce a landmark boxing series at The
Showboat  Hotel  in  Atlantic  City  titled,  Boardwalk  Boxing
Powered by Hard Hitting Promotions and Showboat Hotel.

The series was announced at a packed press conference that
took place this past Tuesday at The Showboat Hotel, with the
first event taking place on Saturday, July 31st.

“I am so glad to be part of this. This is just the tip of the
iceberg,”  said  Manny  Rivera,  Partner  with  Hard  Hitting
Promotions. “This is just a small piece of what is going to
happen in Atlantic City. This has been a vision for the last
three and a half years. What we will be doing is putting on
great fights and high quality events, and we can see this as
the start of bringing big time boxing in Atlantic City like it
used be. You can see what we are trying to do in our first
event, by having excellent fights with all of the fighters
getting tested in real fights.”

“Starting on July 31st, we will start a 12-fight series with
Hard Hitting Promotions. This is the largest commitment to
boxing in Atlantic City in an Atlantic City property since the
1990’s,” said Brandon Dixon, president of Tower Investments.
“We are committed to making boxing an integral part of the
city’s  non-casino  entertainment  in  addition  to  our
professional boxing series, we will be rolling out a truly
unique amateur fight series.”

In the main event on July 31st, undefeated Christian Tapia
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battles Mason Menard in a 10 round fight for the NABA Super
Featherweight title.

Tapia of Coamo, Puerto Rico, has a record of 11-0 with 10
knockouts,

Tapia, 27 years-old is a four-year professional, and is coming
off a 4th round stoppage over Carlos Colon on March 7th, 2020
in Atlantic City..

Menard of Rayne, Louisiana has an impressive mark of 36-5 with
25 knockouts.

The  32  year-old  Menard  is  a  14  year-professional  who  has
racked  up  wins  over  Thomas  Dardar  (8-1),  Lonnie  Smith
(14-3-2), Ivan Otero (8-1), Oscar Bravo (21-4), Eudy Bernardo
(21-0), Bahodir Mamadjonov (19-2). Menard is coming off a
close majority decision defeat to highly ranked Emmanuel Tagoe
(31-1) on November 27th in Hollywood, Florida.

In  the  co-feature,  undefeated  bantamweight  Dylan  Price  of
Sicklerville, New Jersey takes on tough Edwin Rodriguez in an
eight-round bout.

Price,  22  years-old  of  Sicklerville,  NJ  is  13-0  with  10
knockouts. Price, a four-year professional, has stopped his
last four opponents, and is coming off a 2nd round destruction
over Elias Joaquino on April 17th in Philadelphia.

Rodriguez, 28 year-old of Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico has a record
of 11-5-2 with five knockouts.

Rodriguez, a nine-year veteran, has wins over Carlos Rodriguez
(12-1), Juan Carlos Camacho (6-0) and highly regarded Saul
Sanchez (12-0). Rodriguez is coming off a disputed draw with
decorated contender Joshua Greer (22-2-1) on November 14th in
Las Vegas.

Local favorite, Anthony “Juice” Young returns in an eight-
round bout against veteran, Todd Manuel in a welterweight



fight.

Young of Atlantic City is 21-2 with eight knockouts.

Young, 33, will be making his 13th appearance in his hometown,
is coming off the best win of his career, as he stopped former
super welterweight world champion Sadam Ali in three-rounds on
March 4, 2019 in Las Vegas,

Manuel of Rayne, Louisiana is 19-17-1 with five knockouts, has
posted wins over K Lon Spencer (4-0), Arthur Thomas (1-0) and
Tom Howard (8-1). Manuel is on a two-fight winning streak, and
in his last contest, he won an eight-round unanimous decision
against Jesus Angulo on June 4th in Mexico.

In six-round bouts:

Ricardo Caraballo (6-1, 2 KOs) of Riverview, Florida takes on
an opponent to be named in a flyweight fight.

Emmnauel Rodriguez (9-0, 4 KOs) of Quebardillas, PR will fight
an opponent to be named.

Jan Carlos Rivera (4-1, 4 KOs) of Philadelphia will take part
in a welterweight bout.

Jerome  Conquest  (10-5,  1  KO)  of  Philadelphia  fights  an
opponent to be named.

In a four-round bout, welterweight Dezmond Lucas (2-0, 1 KO)
of Bronx, NY will make an appearance against an opponent to be
named.

Tickets for this amazing evening boxing are $150, $100, $75
and $55 and can be purchased.

HERE—CLICK TO BUY TICKETS



ROCK STOPS SMITH IN 2!!
PHILADELPHIA  (October  20,  2019)–  -Heavyweight  Darmani  Rock
remained undefeated after Maurenzo Smith retired on his stool
after round two of their scheduled eight-round heavyweight
bout at The Met Philadelphia.

The bout headlined an eight-bout card that was promoted by
Hard Hitting Promotions and Live Nation.

Rock dominated the abbreviated bout by using his quick jab,
and in round two started mixing in some hard right hands.
Smith never seemed to be in serious trouble but for some
reason pulled the plug on the bout following the 2nd frame.

Rock of Philadelphia is now 17-0 with 12 knockouts. Smith of
Houston is 21-12-4.

Jeremy Cuevas stopped Rondale Hubbert in round four of their
scheduled six-round super lightweight bout.

In round three, Cuevas whacked Hubbert with a huge left that
sent him to the canvas. Seconds later, it was a booming left
that sent Hubbert down a second time. Hubbert was sent to the
deck again in the round with a left to the body.

Cuevas ended thing with another body shot in the 4th frame
that put Hubbert down again, and referee Benjy Esteves stopped
the bout at 1:46.

Cuevas  of  Philadelphia  is  now  12-1  with  nine  knockouts.
Hubbert of Minneapolis, MN is 13-10,

Gadwin  Rosa  stopped  Danny  Flores  in  round  two  of  their
scheduled six-round super featherweight bout.
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Rosa landed hard head and body shots until referee Eric Dali
stopped the fight at 1:10.

Rosa of Ocala, FL is 11-1 with nine knockouts. Flores of
Mexico City is 15-18.

Christian Tapia remained perfect by stopping Jorge Santos in
round two of a six-round super featherweight contest.

Tapia dropped Santos with a thudding left hook to the body for
which Santos could not beat the 10-count at 1:56.

Tapia of Coamo, PR is 10-0 with nine knockouts. Santos of
Monterrey, MEX is 7-9.

Benjamin Sinakin stopped Ferris Golden in round three of a
scheduled four-round light heavyweight bout.

Sinakin battered Golden in the 3rd frame until the fight was
stopped at 1:43.

Sinakin of Philadelphia is 5-0 with three knockouts. Golden of
Findley, Ohio is 1-1.

In an action filled round, Jan Carlos Rivera stopped Ricardo
Escaeda in their four-round welterweight bout.

After a furious exchange to begin the bout, Rivera floored
Escaeda with a thunderous left hand.. Moments later, it was a
crushing left to the head that sent Escaeda down on his back,
and the fight was stopped at 1:43.

Rivera of Philadelphia is 4-0 with four knockouts. Escaeda of
Monterrey, Mexico 4-17-1.

Alejandro  Jimenez  remained  undefeated  with  a  four-round
unanimous decision over Jerrod Minor in a bantamweight fight.

Jimenez of New Hope, PA won by scores of 40-36 and 39-37
twice, and is now 5-0-1. Minor of Philadelphia is 1-8-2.



Saleem Kelly remained undefeated with a four-round unanimous
decision over Jordan Rosario in a welterweight contest.

Kelly, 148 3/4 lbs of Cliffwood, NJ won by scores of 40-36 on
all cards and is now 2-0. Rosario, 146 3/4 lbs of Jersey City,
NJ is 3-10.

Photos by Deborah Carbone

Undefeated  Heavyweight
Darmani  Rock  Headlines
Against  Maurenzo  Smith  as
part of “Philly vs. Dallas”
on Saturday, October 19th at
The Met Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA  (October  9,  2019)–Hostilities  between
Philadelphia has been prominent for years on the gridiron and
more  recently  in  the  Hockey  rink,  and  on  Saturday  night,
October  19th  add  boxing  to  the  rivalry  as  Undefeated
Heavyweight Darmani Rock will headline in an eight-round bout
against Maurenzo Smith the 3rd installment of The Met Boxing
Series on at The Met Philadelphia.

The  show  is  promoted  by  Hard  Hitting  Promotions  and  Live
Nation.

The card, which will have several Philadelphia vs. Dallas
matchups  will  fall  on  the  weekend  where  The  professional
sports teams of each city will also meet in football and
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Hockey.

Rock of North Philadelphia, who is promoted by Roc Nation
Sports, has a record of 16-0 with 11 knockouts.

The 23 year-old will be making his 3rd start of 2019 and his
6th appearance in his hometown. Included in his 16 victories
is a 1st round stoppage over Carlos Cotto (8-1-1). Rock is
coming off a 2nd round stoppage over Raymond Ocheng on June
14th in Jacksonville, Florida.

Smith who is originally from Houston, but for the past five-
years has called Dallas home, has a record of 21-11-4 with 14
knockouts.

Smith has wins over Robbie McClimans (3-0), Ty Cobb (16-4) and
Donald Caples (21-5-1). Smith has also fought world champions
Andy Ruiz, Shannon Briggs & Charles Martin.

Smith is coming off a 1st round stoppage over Marvin Hunt in
June 15th in Forrest City, Arkansas.

Appearing in an eight-round super middleweight bout will be
Derrick Webster (28-2, 14 KOs) of Glassboro, New Jersey taking
in Francisco Javier Castro (28-11, 23 KOs) of El Paso, Texas

In six-round bouts

Jeremy Cuevas (11-1, 8 KOs) of Philadelphia battles Rondale
Hubbert (13-9-2, 8 KOs) of Fargo, ND in a super lightweight
bout.

Gadwin Rosa (10-1, 8 KOs) of Ocala, FL fights Danny Flores
(15-17-1, 8 KO) of Mexico City n a super featherweight contest

Christian Tapia (9-0, 8 KOs) of of Camden, New Jersey via
Coaamo, PR takes on Jorge Luis Santos Guzman (7-8-1, 2 KOs) of
Monterrey, Mexico in super featherweight fight.

in Four-round bouts:



Benny Sinkain (4-0, 2 KOs) of Philadelphia takes on Ferris
Golden (1-0) of Findley, OH in a battle of undefeated light
heavyweights.

Jan Carlos Rivera (3-0, 3 KOs) of Philadelphia will take on
Ricardo Escajeda (4-16-1, 2 KOs) of Monterrey,Mexico in a
welterweight fight.

Tahmir Smalls (1-0,1 KO) appears in a welterweight bout.

Tickets  start  at  $25  and  are  on  sale  now  at
www.TheMetPhilly.com or 1-800-745-3000. VIP Premium packages
which include box seats, beer and cocktails, food options,
private  space,  access  to  the  Citi  Grande  Salle  and  other
amenities are also available at 610-784-5438.

The Philly vs. Dallas Night of Live Boxing is the third in an
ongoing series at The Met Philadelphia produced by Live Nation
Philadelphia in association with Hard Hitting Promotions. The
Met Philadelphia once held regular boxing events from 1939
until 1954. Now, newly restored, The Met Philadelphia is again
hosting live boxing events.

In addition to the Philadelphia and Dallas football teams
competing on Sunday, October 20; the Philadelphia and Dallas
hockey teams will tangle in Philadelphia on Saturday, October
19.

The Metropolitan Opera House held regular boxing events from
1939 until 1954. Now, newly restored, The Met Philadelphia
will again hold live boxing events.

Originally  built  in  1908  by  opera  impresario  Oscar
Hammerstein, the iconic venue recently completed a massive $56
million  restoration  that  combines  spectacular  live
entertainment with remarkable food and drink options to create
an unparalleled guest experience. The venue’s transformation
is the crown jewel of North Broad Street’s renaissance.



Malik Hawkins takes on Fabian
Lyimo In Main Event of Met
Philadelphia Boxing Series on
Friday, April 26th
PHILADELPHIA  (April  5,  2019)–Undefeated  welterweight  Malik
Hawkins will headline the 2nd Met Philadelphia Boxing Series,
when he takes on battle-tested Fabian Lyimo the eight-round
main event on Friday, April 26th at The Met Philadelphia.

The massive show is promoted by Hard Hitting Promotions and
Live Nation.

Hawkins of Baltimore, Maryland has a record of 14-0 with nine
knockouts.

The 23 year-old has been a professional for five years, and
has  amassed  wins  over  Cody  Peterson  (1-0),  Errol  Sidney
(6-1-2), Carlos Soto (13-0-2), Raymond Serrano (24-4) and his
last bout when he won a eight-round unanimous decision over
Gledwin Ortiz on February 23rd at The Met Philadelphia.

Lyimo of Tanzania has a record of 23-9-2 with 15 knockouts.
The 36 year-old is a 12 year-professional, has wins over three
undefeated opponents. In his last bout, Lyimo went eight-
rounds before dropping a unanimous decision to Ismael Garcia
on March 30th in Hockessin, Delaware.

In  the  previously  announced  eight-round  co-feature,  -An
intriguing  eight-round  junior  welterweight  contest  between
Branden Pizarro and Tre’Sean Wiggins.

Two titles will be on the line as Pizarro will defend his NBA
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Intercontinental title, while Wiggins will defend his newly-
won Pennsylvania State Title.

Pizarro  of  Philadelphia  has  a  record  of  14-1  with  seven
knockouts. The 19 year-old, is a three-year professional, and
is riding a six fight winning streak. Pizarro win the NBA
Intercontinental title on November 16, 2018 with a unanimous
decision over Jerome Rodriguez. Pizarro is coming off a 1st
round stoppage over Zack Ramsey on February 23rd at The Met.

Wiggins of Newbergh, New York has a record of 11-4-1 with six
knockouts.  The  28  year-old  Wiggins  is  a  nine-year
professional, and is not afraid to take on top competition.

Wiggins has a 1st round knockout of former world champion
Jason Sosa. Wiggins has a win over Naim Nelson. In his last
bout, Wiggins won the Pennsylvania State title with an eight-
round unanimous decision over Samuel Teah (15-2) on February
23rd at The MET.

Also in an eight-round bout, Gadwin Rosa (10-0, 8 KOs) will
fight Sulaiman Segawa in a super featherweight bout.(11-2, 4
KOs).

Rosa of Ocala, Florida is 25 years-old and has a win over
Jonathan Irizarry (3-0). In his last outing, Rosa took care of
Jorge Luis Santos Guzman in two rounds on February 23rd at The
Met.

Segwa of Silver Spring, Maryland has a record of 11-2 with
four  knockouts.  The  27  year-old  has  a  knack  of  defeating
undefeated foes as he has already defeated Ali Kasango (3-0),
Djiby Diagne (3-0), Brian Gallegos (6-0), and Hector Lopez Jr.
(10-0-1). Segwa also defeated Alejandro Salinas (9-1).

Two other eight-round bouts are on the bill.

Undefeated  heavyweight  Darmani  Rock  (14-0,  9  KOs)  of
Philadelphia fights Mike Bissett (15-11-1, 9 KOs) of Tampa,



Florida.

In six-round bouts:

Christian Tapia (8-0, 7 KOs) of Coamo, PR fights Raul Chirino
(13-10-1, 8 KOs) of Miami, Florida in a lightweight contest.

Miguel Cartagena (15-5-1, 6 KOs) of Philadelphia will take on
an opponent to be named in a flyweight bout.

In four-round bouts:

Benny Sinakin (3-0, 2 KOs) of Philadelphia battles Patrick
Pierre (3-6, 1 KO) of New Orleans in a light heavyweight
clash.

Josue Rosa (1-0, 1 KO) of Philadelphia fights Lucky Holt (0-3)
of Hannibal, Missouri in a bantamweight bout.

Thyler Williams of Philadelphia (1-0, 1 KO) will take on an
opponent to be named in a welterweight contest.

Malik Warren of Philadelphia will make his pro debut against
an opponent to be named in a lightweight fight.

TICKETS are $100, $75, $50 & $25 and can be purchased at
TheMetPhilly.com or Please call 1-800-745-3000 to order your
tickets by phone.

Hard Hitting Promotions goes
5-for-5  this  past  Friday
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night in Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA — November 19, 2018 — This past Friday night,
five members of the Hard Hitting Promotions stable scored big
victories in front of a sold-out crowd at The 2300 Arena.

Samuel  Teah  scored  a  eight-round  unanimous  decision  over
Kenneth Sims Jr. in the co-feature bout of a ShoBox: The New
Generation card.

The win was the biggest win of Teah’s career, who improved to
15-2-1. Teah put on a great performance in the fight, which
saw  many  toe-to-toe  exchanges.  Teah  landed  more,  and  the
harder punches, which thrilled the hometown crowd the was
rooting Teah on.

Teah won by scores of 79-73 and 77-75 twice.

In fights that were seen live on Facebook Fightnight Live:

Branden  Pizarro  won  the  NBA  Intercontinental  Junior
Welterweight title with a six-round unanimous decision over
Jerome Rodriguez.

Pizarro of Philadelphia won by scores of 60-54 and 59-55 twice
to raise his mark to 13-1.

Gadwin Rosa was systematic in winning a six-round unanimous
decision over 114-fight veteran German Meraz to capture the
NBA Intercontinental super featherweight title.

Rosa won by scores of 60-54 and 59-55 twice over the durable
Meraz, and the Ocala, Florida native stays perfect at 9-0.

Christian Tapia stopped Darnell Pettis at the end of round
three of their scheduled four-round lightweight bout.

Tapia was dominant until the corner of Pettis had seen enough.
Tapia of Coamo, Puerto Rico is 7-0 with six knockouts.
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Light Heavyweight Benny Sinakin needed just 2:23 of the 1st
round stop Darren Gibbs.

Sinakin scored one knockdown before the bout was halted due to
a barrage of punches on the ropes.

Sinakin of Philadelphia is now 2-0 with one knockout.

“This was a huge night for Hard Hitting Promotions. We were
able to showcase some of our younger talent with Branden and
Gadwin winning their 1st of what we think will be many titles.
Samuel Teah gave an incredible performance, and he beat a good
fighter in Kenneth Sims Jr. Samuel will be in big fights, and
he proved he can compete at the highest levels. We had an
incredible  turnout  for  this  show  and,  we  look  forward  to
announcing our 1st card for 2019 real soon,” said Manny Rivera
and Will Ruiz of Hard Hitting Promotions

Bright  Prospects  From  Hard
Hitting  Promotions  Highlight
Non-Televised  Undercard  of
ShoBox: The New Generation on
Friday,  November  16  At  The
2300 Arena
PHILADELPHIA — October 26, 2018 — A bevy of prospects will be
on display as part of the non-televised undercard of ShoBox:
The New Generation on Friday, November 16 at The 2300 Arena in
Philadelphia.
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Highly-touted  junior  welterweight  Branden  Pizarro  will  see
action in an eight-round bout as he takes on Jerome Rodriguez.

The  19-year-old  Pizarro,  of  Philadelphia,  is  a  two-year
professional with a record of 12-1 with six knockouts. One of
the top amateurs in the country before turning professional,
Pizarro has a knockout win over Abdiel Padilla. In his last
bout, Pizarro stopped 30-fight veteran Justin Johnson in two
rounds on October 6 at The 2300 Arena.

Rodriguez, of Allentown, Penn., has a record of 7-10-3 with
two knockouts. The 32 year-old has big wins over Tre’Sean
Wiggins (3-0) and world-ranked Avery Sparrow (4-0). Rodriguez,
who  has  fought  10  undefeated  opponents,  is  coming  off  a
unanimous decision loss to Jeremy Cuevas on October 6 at The
2300 Arena.

In a six-round bout, Gadwyn Rosa (8-0, 7 KOs) of Ocala, Fla.,
will take on an opponent to be named in a super featherweight
bout.

In four-round non-televised bouts:

Kieran Hooks (3-1-1, 1 KO), of Philadelphia, takes on Gledwin
Ortiz (5-2-1, 4 KOs) of Bronx, N.Y. in a super welterweight
bout;

Christian Tapia (6-0, 5 KOs), of Coamao, PR, will take on an
opponent to be named in a super featherweight bout.

Benny Sinakin (1-0), of Philadelphia, takes on an opponent to
be named in a light heavyweight bout.

Angel Pizarro (4-0, 3 KOs), of Philadelphia, will take on an
opponent to be named in a super bantamweight bout.

Former top-amateur standout, David Stevens, of Reading, Penn,
will make his pro debut in a cruiserweight bout.

In the previously announced main event, highly touted unbeaten



welterweight prospect Jaron Ennis will square off against 11-
year  professional  Raymond  Serrano  in  a  Philadelphia  vs.
Philadelphia 10-round bout in the main event of ShoBox: The
New Generation live on SHOWTIME® at 9:35 p.m. ET/PT from 2300
Arena in Philadelphia.
In  the  co-feature,  a  pair  of  ShoBox  veterans  meet  when
Chicago’s  Kenneth  Sims  Jr.  (13-1-1,  4  KOs)  takes  on
Philadelphia’s Samuel Teah of Hard Hitting Promotions (14-2-1,
7 KOs) in an eight-round super lightweight bout. Also on the
card, undefeated Ukrainian Arnold Khegai (13-0-1, 9 KOs) faces
New Jersey’s Jorge Diaz (19-5-1, 10 KOs) in an eight-round
super bantamweight bout.

Tickets for the show, which is promoted by Victory Promotions
in association with Hard Hitting Promotions are priced $50,
$75  and  $125  and  can  be  purchased  at  2300arena.com  and
hardhittingpromotions.com.

Rock  knockout  Rodriguez  in
four
Philadelphia, PA (October 8, 2018) – This past Saturday night,
Darmani  Rock  remained  perfect  by  stopping  Pedro  Julio
Rodriguez in round four of a scheduled eight-round heavyweight
fight that headlined a seven-bout card at The 2300 Arena in
Philadelphia.

The  action-packed  card  was  promoted  by  Hard  Hitting
Promotions.

The card was seen by a world wide audience on Facebook Fight
Night Live, and can be viewed in demand BY CLICKING HERE

https://www.abramsboxing.com/rock-knockout-rodriguez-four/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/rock-knockout-rodriguez-four/


Rock focused on the body early-on. In round four, Rock landed
a hard right to the body, and left hook that sent Rodriguez to
the canvas. Rodriguez got to his knees, and that was it as he
took the ten-count at 27 seconds.

Rock,  275.5  lbs  of  Philadelphia  is  now  13-0  with  eight
knockouts. Rodriguez of Miami falls to 23-6.

Good looking prospect Jeremy Cuevas won a six-round unanimous
decision over Jerome Rodriguez in a lightweight bout.

Cuevas was cut from around his left eye in the third round
from an accidental headbutt. In was the right eye of Rodriguez
that started leaking blood in the same round. Cuevas started
putting  his  dazzling  combinations  together,  but  Rodriguez
showed a good chin.

This  was  a  solid  learning  experience  for  the  22  year-old
Cuevas, as he fought an experienced foe and worked through
adversity by having the cut.

In the end, Cuevas won by scores of 60-54 and 59-55 twice to
raise his perfect mark to 11-0. Rodriguez of Trenton, New
Jersey falls to 7-10-3.

Branden Pizarro stopped veteran Justin Johnson in round two of
their scheduled six-round junior welterweight bout.

Pizarro dropped Johnson three times in round two, and the bout
was stopped at 2:21.

Pizarro, 141.2 lbs of Philadelphia, PA is now 12-1 with six
knockouts. Johnson, 141.5 lbs of Pittsburgh is 6-19-6.

Gadwin Rosa needed just 41 seconds to destroy Aldimar Silva in
a scheduled six-round super featherweight bout.

Rosa scored two knockdowns, and the bout was stopped.

Rosa, 130.5 lbs of Ocala, FL is 8-0 with seven knockouts.



Silva, 128.1 lbs of Sao Paulo, BRA is 21-14.

Christian Tapia stopped Hector Marengo in round two of their
scheduled four-round lightweight bout.

Tapia dropped Marengo in round two with a right hand. Marengo
did not beat the count at 2:02.

Tapia, 133.3 lbs of Coamo, PR is 6-0 with five knockouts.
Marengo, 134.5 lbs of Arecibo, PR is 7-14-4.

Benny Sinakin won a four-round unanimous decision over Alex
Lara in a light heavyweight bout.

At the end of round three, Sinakin dropped Lara with a left
hook.

Sinakin, 172.8 lbs of Philadelphia, PA won by scores of 40-35
on all cards and is now 1-0. Lara, 173.6 lbs of Manhattan, NY
is 1-1.

Marcos  Suarez  and  Israel  Suarez  battled  to  a  four-round
majority draw in a lightweight clash.

In round one, Marcos Suarez suffered a cut on his forehead.

Marcos Suarez took a card 40-36 while that was overruled by
two even cards at 38-38.

Marcos Suarez, 133.3 lbs of Bronx, NY is 5-0-2. Israel Suarez,
134.5 lbs of Luquillo, PR is 4-6-3.

HARD  HITTING  PROMOTIONS  WILL  RETURN  TO  THE  2300  ARENA  ON
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH. DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY



Hard Hitting Fighters to be
on Display at The 2300 Arena
in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (October 4, 2018) – A Fab-Five of fighters
from the Hard Hitting Promotions stable will be in action in
front of a knowledgeable fight crowd at The 2300 Arena.

Undefeated lightweight, Jeremy Cuevas (10-0, 8 KOs) takes on
Jerome Rodriguez in the six-round co-feature bout.

18 year-old Branden Pizarro (11-1, 5 KOs) takes battles with
30-fight veteran Justin Johnson of Pittsburgh in a junior
welterweight clash.

Undefeated  Super  Featherweight  Gadwin  Rosa  (7-0,  6  KOs)
battles Aldimar Silva (21-13, 13 KOs) of Sao Paulo, Brazil in
a six-round bout.

24 year-old Puerto Rican up and comer, Christian Tapia (5-0, 4
KOs) squares off with 24 fight veteran Hector Marengo in a
light bout.

Making his pro debut will be Benjamin Sinakin of Philadelphia
against Alexander Lara in a Light Heavyweight bout.

“We are excited to be showcasing these fighters that fight
under the Hard Hitting Promotions banner,” said Manny Rivera
of Hard Hitting Promotions. “Every one of these fighters are
progressing beautifully, and we expect them to become major
prospects as we head into 2019. We feel that that all of our
fighters have the potential to become champions, so Saturday
night fans can see the future stars of boxing.”

In the main event, heavyweight Darmani Rock (12-0, 7 KOs) of
Philadelphia takes on Pedro Julio Rodriguez (23-5, 19 KOs) of
Miami in an eight-round bout.

https://www.abramsboxing.com/hard-hitting-fighters-display-2300-arena-philadelphia/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/hard-hitting-fighters-display-2300-arena-philadelphia/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/hard-hitting-fighters-display-2300-arena-philadelphia/


Marcos Suarez (5-0-1,1 KO) of Bronx, New York battles Israel
Suarez (4-6-2, 1 KO) of Luquillo, Puerto Rico in a lightweight
bout in a four-round bou

Tickets available now! $50 GA , $70 Premium, $125 VIP +fees

Purchase  Tickets  online  at  hardhittingpromotions.com  ;
2300arena.com or by calling 267.758.2173 as well as the 2300
Arena Box Office.

Doors 6PM – First bout 7PM

Follow Hard Hitting Promotions at

Like us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter View on Instagram

THE PRESS CONFERENCE AND WEIGH IN WILL TAKE PLACE ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER  5TH  AT  5  PM  AT  THE  SHERATON  SUITES  PHILADELPHIA
AIRPORT, LOCATED AT 4101 B ISLAND AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA
19153

Hot  Prospect  Jeremy  Cuevas
looking to knock out Jerome
Rodriguez  Saturday  night  in
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (October 2, 2018) – This Saturday night,
undefeated lightweight prospect Jeremy Cuevas is looking to
make a statement by knocking out veteran Jerome Rodriguez in
the  six-round  co-feature  bout  at  the  2300  Arena  in
Philadelphia.

https://www.abramsboxing.com/hot-prospect-jeremy-cuevas-looking-knock-jerome-rodriguez-saturday-night-philadelphia/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/hot-prospect-jeremy-cuevas-looking-knock-jerome-rodriguez-saturday-night-philadelphia/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/hot-prospect-jeremy-cuevas-looking-knock-jerome-rodriguez-saturday-night-philadelphia/
https://www.abramsboxing.com/hot-prospect-jeremy-cuevas-looking-knock-jerome-rodriguez-saturday-night-philadelphia/


The eight-bout card is promoted by Hard Hitting Promotions.

In the eight-round main event, undefeated heavyweight Darmani
Rock (12-0, 7 KOs) of Philadelphia takes Pedro Julio Rodriguez
of Miami, Florida, via Cuba in an eight-round bout.

Cuevas  of  Philadelphia  is  on  the  cusp  of  higher  profile
fights, but he 1st must get by the tough southpaw, Rodriguez
from Allentown, PA.

“My training was great. My weight is great. I got awesome
sparring with (IBF Junior Lightweight World champion) Tevin
Farmer, (Undefeated prospect) Joseph Adorno, and some other
good southpaws,” said Cuevas.

In Rodriguez he is facing a 19-fight veteran, who has faced 10
undefeated opponents, which includes wins over world-ranked
Avery Sparrow and then-undefeated puncher Tre’shawn Wiggins.

“Rodriguez is a tough fighter. He has been in there, and has
defeated good fighters. The challenge for me is not to beat
him, but stopping him. My objective is to knock him out cold.”

Cuevas is now starting to get recognized on some prospect
lists, and those acclaims are very motivating to the 22 year-
old.

“This is a dream come true. I have been blessed to be with the
right team of people. That has helped me to start to get
noticed. People fear me because I am a slick southpaw that can
punch.”

With bigger fights and names on the horizon, Cuevas is just
taking one fight at a time, as he knows his time will be
coming in the near future.

“I want the top guys, but my coach tells me that there is no
rush. I am just 22 years-old, and, I am going to take my time.
This should be my last six-round fight, and my next fight
should be an eight-rounder.”



Cuevas wants to follow in the footsteps of Farmer and Danny
Garcia to become the next world champion from the historic
fight town of Philadelphia.

“I look up to those guys, and being from Philadelphia, you
have a standard. This city has such a rich history of boxing,
that is has given me a pathway to become a world champion.”

Cuevas has fought all but one of his fights in Philadelphia,
and this has given him the opportunity to start and grow a
sizable fan-base that will root for their hometown fighter.

“It means the world to me to fight at home. Every fighter is
not lucky enough to build themselves up at home, so it’s great
that I have fans, and soon it will be time to expand my
following  outside  of  Philadelphia.  I  am  ready  to  go  on
Saturday, and I am coming to put a hurting on my opponent.”

Cuevas, who is promoted by Hard Hitting promotions can be
followed on Instagram at jeremy_King_Cuevas and on Facebook at
Jeremy Cuevas

Branden Pizarro (11-1, 5 KOs) of Philadelphia will take on 30
fight-veteran  Justin  Johnson  of  Pittsburgh  in  a  six-round
junior welterweight fight.

Gadwin Rosa (7-0, 6 KOs) of Ocala, Florida takes on David
Berna  (16-5,  15  KOs)  of  Budapest  Hungary  in  a  super
featherweight  bout.

In four-round bouts:

Christian Tapia (5-0, 4 KOs) of Coamo, Puerto Rico fights
Hector Marengo (7-13-4, 4 KOs) of Arecibo, Puerto Rico in a
lightweight bout.

Marcos Suarez (5-0-1,1 KO) of Bronx, New York battles Israel
Suarez (4-6-2, 1 KO) of Luquillo, Puerto Rico in a lightweight
bout.



Benny Sinakin of Philadelphia makes his pro debut against
Alexander Lara in a light heavyweight bout.

Marcel  Rivers  (6-0,  4  KOs)  of  Philadelphia  takes  on  an
opponent to be named in a welterweight bout.

Tickets available now! $50 GA , $70 Premium, $125 VIP +fees

Purchase  Tickets  online  at  hardhittingpromotions.com  ;
2300arena.com or by calling 267.758.2173 as well as the 2300
Arena Box Office.

Doors 6PM – First bout 7PM

Follow Hard Hitting Promotions at

Like us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter View on Instagram

THE PRESS CONFERENCE AND WEIGH IN WILL TAKE PLACE ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER  5TH  AT  5  PM  AT  THE  SHERATON  SUITES  PHILADELPHIA
AIRPORT, LOCATED AT 4101 B ISLAND AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PA
19153


